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1.Only 27% of the paper we ------------------ is recycled. 

a) blow              b) consume             c) lower            d) pollute 

2. They ------------------ the spare bedroom into an office. 

a) converted          b) generated      c) collected     d) produced 

3. The shops are always full of new electronic -----------------. 

a) plants       b) sources        c) tides       d) devices 

4. Like most of my ------------------, I had never known a war. 

a) fuel          b) resource         c) generation          d) material 

5. Which one is WRONG? 

a) Out of sight, out of mind 

b) Too many cooks spoil the broth 

c) Don't count your chickens before they hatch 

d) Birds of a feather float together. 

6. No car ----------------- here. 

a) can park                           b) can be park    

 c) can be parked                 d) can been parked 

7. I went to bed after I ----------------- off the television. 

a) switch       b) have switched     c) had switched  d) will switch 
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The planet….1…. which we live is a ball of hot rock. It is a good 

thing for us that the outside layer is…2…. If it weren't, no one 

could live here. However, there are places where the ground is so 

hot that it…3…the bottom of your shoes. In some places you can 

see…4…coming up from pools of hot water. The people who live in 

these…5…make use of the heat which comes from inside the 

earth. They are lucky because they don't have to ….6…. for coal, 

oil or gas. 

 

❶ a.in     b. on     c.at     d.to 

❷ a. liquid    b. cold     c. hot      soft 

❸ a. catches     b. provides     c. burns     d. pumps 

❹ a. steam     b. smoke     c. wave     d. flood 

❺ a. planes    b. plans     c. plants      d. places 

❻ a. produce     b. recycle     c. pay      d. destroy 

 

There are times when fear is good for us. In fact, fear can save a 

person's life. Take a man in danger, for example. He may suddenly 

find he can run faster and longer than he ever thought he could. 

It is because his fear is helping him. Here is what happens when 

we feel fear; a change takes place in our bodies. Our livers give off 

some of the sugar that they store. This sugar goes into the blood 

and is quickly changed into energy. And it is this energy that gives 

more strength and helps us act fast. This is how fear may save 

one's life. 

 

❶ The text says that fear is good when it -----------------. 

 a. is harmful                                        b. gives us more strength 

 c. helps us get away from danger               d. both a and c 
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 ❷ Fear causes a change in our bodies by -------------------. 

 a. giving quick energy                  b. sending sugar to the liver 

 c. making the blood run slowly        d. putting us in danger 

 

❸ More strength and fast action really come from ----------. 

 a. a person's heart                      b. sugar sent into the blood  

 c. running fast and long             d. the harmful fear 
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